
Comparing Low Down Payment Mortgages: 
Which Mortgage Insurance (MI) Works for You? 

When making a down payment of less than 20% on a home, there are multiple mortgage insur-
ance (MI) options for borrowers to consider. While monthly-paid MI is the most common in the 
conventional mortgage market, there are other types, including Single Premium and Lender-Paid, 
to consider: 
Monthly MI: This is the most commonly used form of private MI, paid each month, and can be cancelled after 20% 
equity in the mortgage is established, which typically occurs after 5 years via payments or home price appreciation 
(HPA). When MI is cancelled, the borrower’s monthly payment goes down. 

Single Premium Borrower-Paid MI (Single BPMI): With this private MI product, borrowers pay MI upfront in a lump 
sum that can be paid at closing or financed into the mortgage. While Single BPMI cannot be cancelled because it is 
paid in full at closing, it can often offer one of the lowest monthly payment options.   

Lender-Paid Mortgage Insurance (LPMI): With LPMI, the lender pays the MI premium, and to account for this the 
borrower typically will have a slightly higher interest rate on their loan. Like Single Premium MI, LPMI does not 
feature a monthly payment and can often offer a low monthly payment.   

Federal Housing Administration (FHA) Mortgage Insurance Premiums (MIP): FHA mortgages are backed by the 
U.S. government and the insurance program is administered by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment (HUD). FHA MIP features two components; an Upfront MIP which is usually financed into the loan, and 
then an Annual MIP which is paid monthly. FHA MIP is not cancelable for the vast majority of FHA borrowers.  

Comparison of MI Options
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For illustrative purposes only. Each borrower's mortgage payment calculation is unique. Borrowers should consult with a mortgage lender for their own
set of mortgage options and payment comparisons.


